let us amaze you

We have been making packaging for
many years. After all not for ourselves.
For our clients. For customers with a wide
range of needs.

Packaging and products of solid and corrugated
board: 3-, 5-, and 7-layer.

Many situations are behind us. We produce white, grey, with print or unusual shape
boxes – but above all ECO. From spacers, multipacks to innovative cardboard solutions like
cardboard containers.
Anything you haven’t thought about made from cardboard, we can do it for you.

DESIGN + ERGONOMICS + SECURITY

Kuźnicza 19/5
60-241 Poznań
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+48 575 872 663
office@amazepack.pl

www.amazepack.uk
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cardboard
containers

CLASH of the TITANS =
Corebox® + CONTAINER F203 + BOX PALLET
Push the limits of capabilities in the global supply chain.
Made of solid and corrugated board adapted to a specific product and mode of transport.
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laminated
packaging

PRODUCT SAFETY + ATTRACTIVE APPEARANCE
THROUGHOUT THE SUPPLY CHAIN MAINTAINED

Low own weight, high strength, innovative design.

They are formed by combining standard corrugated board with a cushioning mould
printed using offset technology.

Integrated pallet feet eliminate the need for wooden pallets to meet ISPM15 phytosanitary
standards.

The use of any corrugated board gives you a real sea of possibilities to
adjust packaging to your specific needs.
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OCTABINS

SHAPE OF THE QUADRUPLE POST WITH OCTAGONAL
BASE = EVEN DISTRIBUTION OF LATERAL LOADS =
MAXIMUM STRENGTH
Of 5- and 7-layer high-weight cardboard for full
protection for storage and transport of bulk materials.
They also serve as collective packaging.
Weight of goods packed from 300 up to 1500 kg.
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standard
packing

EASINESS OF CHOICE + ADJUSTMENT OF
DIMENSIONS + PRINTABLE
A wide range of flap boxes, sliding or telescopic boxes. See our
FEFCO packaging catalog. To download on our website.
We produce from 3, 5 and 7 layer cardboard to optimize
packaging throughout the supply chain.
Packaging sewn or glued. Also with the possibility of using both of these techniques
at the same time.
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spacers and
trusses

why
AMAZEPACK?

1

individual
projects

2

complex
support

3
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short
and long series

PROTECTION + ENHANCED PROTECTION +
PRODUCT SEPARATION
Individual products during transport protected from abrasion, scratching or bruising.
Produced from solid and corrugated board, will ensure safety for any type of goods.
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wide range
of goods

4

SHORT LEAD
time

6

whole range
in one place
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provides
comprehensive
service
ADVICE

IMPLEMENTATION

Why should you get tired
when we can help?
We are good at the subject.
You don’t even know what
miracles can be made from
cardboard and corrugated
board.

Our offer is just an introduction to
our capabilities. Need something
custom made? It’s OK! It can be
made, and you will see how!

VALUATION
Need it in no time?
The project is crumbling or
the boss insists? We act and
deliver.
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see how
WE WILL HELP YOU
REDUCE COSTS
Why pay more than you need for something that doesn’t make
you money? We design our packaging for specific products,
so they are perfectly matched to them. As a result, you do not
transport air, save space and you reduce the weight of the
load - you just pay less.

INCREASE SALES
People buy with their eyes, so use a great design to direct
their looks at their brand. We will prepare original graphic
designs that will distinguish your products on store shelves,
increasing their sales. Creatively and effectively.

DELIVERY
On time and at the door.
No more and no less.
Everyone who once had
trouble with a supplier
will appreciate.
Your packaging will reach
you in just 5 business
days!

REDUCE RISK
When creating packaging, we focus not only on its
appearance, but also on effective implementation of their
goals, which is products protection. Thanks to the perfect
fit, your goods will be fully safe during transport: no risk of
damage.
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www.amazepack.uk

